REXTAC POLYMERS HAVE LONG BEEN THE STANDARD IN THE INDUSTRY FOR PERFORMANCE AND CONSISTENCY.

Key Areas Of Automotive Application

- Batteries
- Bonding foam to foam
- Load floors

REXTac Automotive Adhesives are a great solution for the automotive industry’s demand for high performance adhesives that provide bond longevity and broad end use properties.

**BENEFITS TO USING REXTac APAO FOR AUTOMOTIVE APPLICATIONS**

Compared to other hot melt adhesives:
- Excellent adhesion polar and non-polar substrates
- Great thermal stability
- Low VOCs
- No odor
- Wide range of open time (0 to 900 Seconds)

REXTac APAO Performance Properties:
- Inherent moisture resistance
- Functions over a wide range of temperatures
- Sticks to today's olefinic substrates without modification
- Easy to apply via spray, extrusion, or roll coating
- Heat reactivatable for preapplied applications
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**PRODUCTION SPECIFICATIONS**

- Load floor
- Battery assembly
- Head lamp bonding
- Automotive filter

**ADHESIVES & SEALANTS**

- Homopolymer
- Low Ethylene Copolymers
- Medium Ethylene Copolymers
- High Ethylene Copolymers
- Butene-1 Copolymers

**PRODUCTS**

- Homopolymer
- Low Ethylene Copolymers
- Medium Ethylene Copolymers
- High Ethylene Copolymers
- Butene-1 Copolymers

**APPLICATIONS**
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- Headliner components
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**CONTACT**

REXTAC, LLC
2501 S. Guadalupe Blvd, #620
Austin, TX 78704
432.531.6056
www.rextac.com
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